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A captivating journey through the life and legacy
of the Titanic
Titanic. The Exhibition will make its debut in New York City,
following a hugely successful run in London
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August 4, New York City - On the fateful morning of April 15th, 1912, the Titanic sank in

the icy waters of the North Atlantic and claimed the lives of 1,496 people. More than a century

after the 1912 tragedy, Titanic. The Exhibition – created by award-winning exhibitions creator

and producer Musealia – arrives in New York City this fall after a successful run in London. 

The content of the exhibition is the result of years of work and research led by the Musealia

team, the Spanish company that created some of the most successful historical exhibitions in

recent years in Europe and the USA, and the prestigious Swedish historian Claes-Göran

Wetterholm, one of the world's foremost experts on the Titanic.
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The Exhibition, a narrative journey bringing to light the fates of the passengers and crew

aboard the sinking ship, will open this fall, in the heart of New York City. Starting today, fans

can sign up for the waitlist to receive exclusive access and tickets will be available for purchase

through Fever’s marketplace here starting August 30th, 2022 with pricing starting at $31 for

adults and $20.90 for children.

Bringing with it a selection of never-before-seen personal artifacts in New York that tell

touching stories of the ship's passengers and crew, Titanic. The Exhibition will display around

200 objects from both passengers and crew members, retelling a very human side to the story

of the ship’s sinking. Visitors will be able to experience life-size recreations of some of the ship’s

interiors and learn more about the history of the ship through dynamic audio guides, which also

feature music and sound effects.

VIEW A TEASER OF THE EXPERIENCE HERE

 

Far more than just a display of historic items, Titanic. The Exhibition is a unique narrative

experience, a tale of the people aboard history’s most legendary ship on its maiden and final

journey. The experience encourages its guests to travel back in time through photographs,

handwritten letters, wayward keepsakes, and other personal belongings telling countless stories

about the lives and fates of those on board. 

Boasting original objects never-before-seen in the US, visitors will feel connected to the

Titanic’s passengers, as they listen to their testimonies, discover their stories by walking in their

footsteps and explore detailed recreations of the ship’s interior. The exhibition content is the

result of years of work and research led by the world-renowned Titanic expert and author,

Claes-Göran Wetterholm.
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ABOUT FEVER

Fever is the leading global live-entertainment discovery platform, helping millions of people every month to
discover the best experiences in their cities, with a mission to democratize access to culture and entertainment
in real life. Through its platform, Fever inspires its community to enjoy unique local experiences and events, from
immersive art exhibitions, interactive theatrical experiences, festivals, classical music concerts to molecular
cocktail pop-ups while empowering creators with data and technology to create and expand experiences across
the world.

Musealia is an independent Spanish company dedicated to creating and managing touring

exhibitions that explore powerful stories from our past to illuminate the present and inspire

new ways of thinking about our future. With more than 20 years of international experience,

our exhibitions are characterized by their strong narrative character, their historical rigor,

educational value and emotional impact.

 

Over four million people have visited one of Musealia’s creations in one of more than 70

museums and institutions in countries such as the United States, Mexico, Germany, Italy,

Sweden, Denmark, Portugal, Estonia, Poland or Spain.
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